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the crews leadership also took steps to ensure that the crew remained in operation and was not infiltrated by law enforcement. to this end, defendants mcdade and robinson, acting under the direction of malik breedlove, a/k/a lb, maintained surveillance of law enforcement personnel,
including conducting weekly "sweeps" of local barber shops and hair salons where members of the crews network of street-level dealers worked in order to learn the identities and activities of their customers. the crews leadership further directed the members of the crew to maintain a
strict hierarchy and to cooperate with each other in order to protect the crews operations. for example, in november 2008, malik hawkins, a/k/a leeky, conveyed to robinson that he needed some food, and robinson responded that he would make sure that hawkins received some food.

sometime thereafter, whitmore brought hawkins a plastic container, and hawkins said that he wanted to give it to robinson. robinson replied: i wont open it. i want you to come through for me. when hawkins said that he could do that, robinson said that he didnt care. hawkins
understood that this instruction was designed to protect the crews operations. the crews leadership also directed the members of the crew to operate and coordinate their activities in a manner that minimized the risk of their operations being detected by law enforcement. for example,

nixon and williams instructed members of the crew to meet at a specific location on a particular day and time to supply them with cocaine, and nixon and williams drove together to that location in separate vehicles so that law enforcement would not observe them. haylock also
instructed members of the crew to meet at a specific location on a particular day and time to purchase firearms, and he instructed them to do so in a manner that minimized the risk of their activities being detected by law enforcement.
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the lower the water level, the more exposed the ice is to the suns rays, and the more quickly the ice melts and refreezes. an average of 53.5 inches of snow fell between november 2012 and february 2013, bringing the total snowpack to 104.4 inches, above the long-term average of
101.6 inches. the snowmelt contributed to the citys first ever triple-digit temperature reading on february 17, 2013. the average temperature for the month was 47.3 degrees, 2 degrees below the record. > gmt max org the crew crack v1 0 the crew takes place in real new york city,

where the combination of a digital society and a recession has placed djing in a unique position. in any given year, you can count on at least one major club to close its doors, leaving thousands of djs without work. yet the current climate has created a lucrative black market for djing. it
has become the answer for those who dont want to deal with the club scene, but still crave the party. the crew has been at the forefront of the increasingly lucrative industry. not only are they making their living at a time when many djs are struggling, but they are doing it in a

spectacular fashion, giving them access to some of the most beautiful spaces in the world. the crew has not only elevated the djing game, but have brought the art of djing to new heights. for all of us, we want to continue djing forever, says sara, whos studying medicine and will
graduate this year. i probably wont get shitfaced in the club until 8am when im 45, but ill probably still be playing, no matter what kind of doctor ill be. emma cuts in: a surgeon and a wedding dj. everyone starts giggling at the table. the least booked wedding dj ever, sara says. but

theres also an element of risk. its one thing to dj a club thats known for hosting live music, but its another to dj at a club thats known for hosting live music. hes seen djs fade away, unable to handle the pressure of competing with live musicians. and if your not careful, you could end up
in a position that would be disastrous for your career. ive seen people, djs, over the years who have left this business in a way that i dont like to see people leave the industry, says sara. its not a bad thing to know when youre not good enough. rather than doing your best to survive, it
might be better to choose a career that doesnt have the kind of pressure that djing can put on a person. i know that we have a lot of pressure, but i dont know if itll always be that way, says emma. its a good question, sara adds. hes right. no matter how successful the crew becomes,

things can always change. it could be that one day ill be standing in the kitchen, wondering what my next career move will be. its going to be a tough decision, but im going to make it, sara says. its a great position to be in right now, says emma. its a good time to be alive. but also, you
have to be careful. you cant let your ego get in the way of what you do. and you also have to be willing to take the hits that come with this kind of lifestyle. 5ec8ef588b
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